
District V Middle School Percussion 
Audition Guidelines

General Info
Middle school percussionists can audition on snare drum, mallets, timpani, or any combination of 
those instruments. If a student makes the ensemble on multiple percussion instruments, they will be 
asked to choose their preferred instrument after the audition. 

Students are required to bring their own sticks and mallets. A snare drum, xylo, and timpani will be 
provided however, a student can bring their own snare drum if they wish. Any student who plays with 
the wrong implement on an instrument will be asked to stop immediately to avoid damaging the 
equipment. (using sticks on a xylophone, using bell mallets on timpani, etc)

Rudiment timing limits are suggestions based on all state requirements. 

Snare Drum Requirements
I. Long roll (also called the double stroke roll or open roll) - Students will play this rudiment “open-

close-open”, meaning they will start slow, do a gradual accell, then slow back down to the original 
speed. A 30 second time limit is suggested. If a student plays a “buzz” roll instead of the long roll, 
no points will be given. 

II. Rudiments - Two rudiments will be asked for according to judge’s preference. See the attached 
sheet for a list of the middle school rudiments. These are to be played “open-close”, meaning 
they will start slow, then gradually accell. After a maximum comfortable speed is achieved, the 
student will then stop. A 15 second time limit is suggested. If a student plays the wrong rudiment, 
no points will be given. 

III. Prepared Etude - A copy of the prepared etude will be in the room, but a student can use their 
own if they wish. No rudiments or any rudiment aid can be on the music. To obtain full credit, the 
prepared etude must be played at the written tempo. 

IV. Sight Reading - Students will given 30 seconds to study the sight reading.  During this time 
students are NOT allowed to play, talk, tap, or make any noise at all.  If students play during the 
study period it will result in the student being disqualified.  The student will receive comments 
only with no score assigned.

Mallet Requirements
I. Major Scales - Two scales will be called at random from the middle school scale sheet. These 

scales are to be played in two octaves. The judges will give a tempo of quarter=60 with a 
metronome and the scale must be played at that speed. (the metronome will be turned off when 
the student begins playing). If a student plays the incorrect scale, no points will be given.  

II. Chromatic Scale - The student will be asked to play the chromatic scale. This is to be played 
two octaves from C to C, stopping at the top C and re-attacking it on the way down. The judges 
will give a tempo of quarter=60 with a metronome HOWEVER you may play this scale at a faster 



speed if you wish.  

III. Prepared Etude - A copy of the prepared etude will be in the room, but a student can use their 
own if they wish. No scale or any scale aid can be on the music. To obtain full credit, the 
prepared etude must be played at the written tempo. 

IV. Sight Reading - Students will given 30 seconds to study the sight reading.  During this time 
students are NOT allowed to play, talk, tap, or make any noise at all.  If students play during the 
study period it will result in the student being disqualified.  The student will receive comments 
only with no score assigned.

Timpani Requirements
I. Tuning - The student will be asked to tune the timpani to the pitches of the prepared piece. They 

will have 45 seconds to do this, then they will be asked to play the pitches one at a time from 
lowest to highest. Students will be scored on how accurate their tuning is. A mallet instrument will 
be provided for tuning however a student can also use a pitch pipe or tuning fork. No electronic 
devices are allowed.  

II. Prepared Etude - To obtain full credit, the prepared etude must be played at the written tempo. 

III. Sight Reading - The sight reading will use the same pitches as the prepared music, so no 
further tuning is required. Students will given 30 seconds to study the sight reading.  During this 
time students are NOT allowed to play, talk, tap, or make any noise at all.  If students play during 
the study period it will result in the student being disqualified.  The student will receive comments 
only with no score assigned.



Middle School Rudiments
Long Roll (a.k.a. open roll or double stroke roll)

�
Five Stroke Roll

�
Nine Stroke Roll

�

Para-diddle

�
Flams

�
Flam Taps

�

Ruff (a.k.a the drag)

�
Lesson 25

�



�  




